Introducing the Corby™ collection of wood veneer desks, tables and storage elements. Christopher Wright has reflected on the mid-century modern vernacular to design a unique series of workplace furnishings that reward a new generation of pioneers and nation builders.
Sora™ is the latest collaboration with our partners at Itoki in Japan. Sora is supported with a weight sensing synchro mechanism, two back heights, three seat sizes, three arm types and is fully compliant with the latest BIFMA G1, GSA and CGSB specifications. Make it yours with twenty-four contemporary mesh colors.
Kadin™ is an elegant definition of a table: a floating top surface, polished aluminum legs and a modular steel substructure for exceptional stability. Table depths start at 36 inches and available widths are almost limitless. Surfaces are offered in architectural grade wood veneer and high pressure laminate.
Novello™ is an innovative and dynamic expression of material science that synchronizes the seat and back with every movement. Available in Ivory Clouds, Fog Grey or Black with an optional upholstered back cushion. Designed exclusively for Global by Alessandro Piretti.
As the workplace continues to change, meetings and conferences can make for long days with demanding agendas. Luray™ provides ample proportions and full back support in an upholstered seating series to keep participants at their best. The polished aluminum arm can be specified with a urethane or wood top cap. Contrasting stitching is also available to complement a wide selection of Global textiles and quality leather coverings.
Take time out to collect your thoughts or catch up on the latest white paper. Personal Harbor is the newest addition to the River™ seating series, bringing people together where ideas, insight and inspiration can be shared.
Vitrola™ is a finely tailored, transitional reflection on the 19th century French Empire style. Simplified geometry and proportions make it right for the times. Contract grade construction throughout for commercial applications. One, two and three seat sofas are available in two back heights, bolster cushions (optional) and ottoman. Shown with coordinating Dawson™ tables.
Joining our highly successful Duet™ seating series is a high density stacking table that is suitable for any multi-use learning space that requires quick setup and minimal storage. The chrome frame is available with or without integrated ganging. Polypropylene worksurface withstands the test of time and is available in all ten Duet colors.
G1 Ergo Select™ is fully upholstered and fully compliant with the latest BIFMA G1, GSA and CGSB specifications. Extensive development work on the ‘sit’ of this task series is sure to please. Here’s how we put it together: three back heights, three seat sizes, four mechanisms, three arm styles, two bases and 14 upholstery stitch colors (optional). G1 Ergo Select is also available in counter and transaction height stools.
The new Primacare™ Wingback has a healthcare compliant design that includes seat clean out, adjustable neck support cushion, integrated lumbar support and forward grasping armcaps in wood or urethane. Primacare Wingback is available in standard, bariatric and two-seat widths with ottomans.
Mobile. Flexible. Responsive. Spritz™ seating and Zook™ tables foster collaboration, multi-use application and support the physical demands of today’s learning environments.